How to:
Scrub and Strip Floors
Floor Scrubbing / Stripping
1. Dust mop area.
2. Position wet floor signs.
3. Dilute scrubbing or stripping solution (according to directions) in one bucket, and the rinse solution in another bucket.
4. Divide floor area into work sections.
5. Apply solution to floor using wet mopping procedure. Let solution sit 5 - 10 minutes.
6. Scrub floor with rotary machine using proper pad. (See Tip 1) This procedure will insure area has been double
scrubbed which will eliminate streaking and highlights.
7. Floor area has been divided into sections keeping in mind: where will the traffic go? (See Tip 2 Below) How large an
area can be managed in a reasonable length of time. (Do not let stripper dry!)
8. Pick up scrubbing / stripping solution with wet vac - section by section before floor dries. (Or solution can be picked
up with a mop changing water often).
9. Repeat steps 4 through 8 on one section of the floor at a time until the entire floor has been scrubbed / stripped.
10. Rinse Immediately. (See Tip 3 Below)
11. Clean Up: Wash mops in clear water and hang up to dry. Rinse wringers and buckets. (Leave buckets upside down). Soak pads in solution and rinse. Wipe off machines and take off pad holder.
12. Put away wet floor signs away when floor is dry.

Tip 1:
Floor Pads

Tip 2: Floor Section Steps

Ÿ Black for Stripping

Ÿ First Pass : Scrub left to right and then scrub back over same area

Ÿ Green for Deep Scrubbing

right to left.

Ÿ Blue for Scrubbing

Ÿ Second Pass: Scrub left to right. Overlap 1/3 width of brush.

Ÿ Red for Light Scrubbing

Ÿ Third pass: Blend areas scrubbed in the first two passes, using overlapping counterclockwise loops.

Tip 3: Rinse after Stripping.
Ÿ First Rinse: Section by section, put down neutralizing solution.
Ÿ Second Rinse: Put down clear tepid water and pick up with wet vac or
mop.
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